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Ages are going forward,the R&D organization of science and technology is also 
changing. As a kind of new organized form that has the strong vitality,virtual R&D 
organization now is just subjected to more and more concern and research of the 
domestic and international experts and scholars. 
On the foundation of combing out the domestic and international research result 
completely,this paper carried on the further study to the theories of virtual R&D 
organization and the substantial evidence problem. The full text is total to be divided 
into four chapters. 
Chapter 1, The Conception of Virtual R&D Organization. On the foundation of 
clarifying the concepts of virtual、Virtual Organization and virtual R&D organization，
I re- define the connotation of VR&DO, point out" VR&DO is a new organization 
that takes the exaltation of knowledge innovation and the knowledge conversion 
abilities as the target,taking the information technique and the network technique as 
the means,with the main factor of the innovation and changing organization for the 
contents", and carry on the thorough analysis to the essence of VR&DO. 
Chapter 2, The Characteristic of Virtual R&D Organization.In accordance with 
the main factor of the time and the space of the activity, it is the basic characteristics 
that VR&DO discriminates between the entity R&D organization to put forward the 
opening turn of the boundary、the gentle turn of the structure、the network turn of 
communication、the faintness turn of ownership and the risk turn of circulation, 
pointing out the logic structure of the five greatest characteristics of VR&DO. 
Chapter 3, The Structure of Virtual R&D Organization. According to the 
classification principle of the basic structure, single corpus structure and many corpus 
structure, I inquiried into the combination way of the work team of VR&DO and the 
alliance members as well as the microcosmic structure theshare platform, and carry 
the substantial evidence analysis to the case structure and mode characteristics of  
VR&DO which includs the scatter and collateral mode、the virtual core mode, the 
concentrated team mode, the government leading mode、the enterprise drawing mode 
and the learning and science research institutions pushing mode.  
Chapter 4, The Operating Mechanism of  Virtual R&D Organization. Setting 















VR&DO,and point out that trust is a premise of VR&DO circulation; moderate is the 
foundation of VR&DO circulation;encourage is the motive of VR&DO 
circulation;risk is the guarantee of VR&DO circulation. 
The textual innovation point lies in, firstly,set up the whole frame of VR&DO 
research;secondly, all put forward my own viewpoint to the contents of each chapter 
in this paper. 
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从严格意义上说不是但实际上起作用的含义（that is such for practical 





































































模式——虚拟企业。调查显示, 虽然截止 20 世纪末只有 3%的受调查经理
认为自己的组织是虚拟企业,但有 40%的经理预言他们的公司形态将虚拟
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